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ACUTE CONDITIONS
Incidence and Associated Disability
Charles S. Wilder, Division of Health Interview Statistics
INTRODUCTION
During July 1974-June 1975 an estimated
407,831,000 acute illnesses or injuries involving
either medical attention or restriction of usual
daily activity occurred in the United States civil-
ian noninstitutionalized population. The annual
incidence of acute conditions was 195.9 cases
per 100 persons.
Acute respiratory illnesses accounted for
53.9 percent of the annual incidence, or an inci-
dence rate of 105.7. Contributing to this rate
were influenza-like illnesses with an incidence of
49.1 conditions per 100 persons per year. The
anrnd incidence of injuries was 34.3 per 100
persons per year, representing 17.5 percent of
the annual incidence of acute conditions. Infec-
tive and parasitic diseases accounted for 10.3
percent and digestive system conditions for 4.6
percent of the annual incidence.
This report is one of an annual series of re-
ports on the incidence of acute conditions based
on data collected in the Health Interview Sur-
vey. The last report, Series 10, No. 102, covered
the period July 1973-June 1974; other such re-
ports in Series 10 are Numbers 1, 10, 15,26,38,
44, 54, 69, 77, 82, 88, and 98. The incidence of
acute conditions on a calendar year basis is sum-
marized in the Current Estimates reports in Se-
ries 10, Numbers 52, 60, 63, 72, 79, 85, 95, and
100, for 1967 through 1974.
SOURCE OF DATA
The information in this report is based on
data colIected in a continuing nationwide survey
conducted by household interview. Each week a
probability sample of the civilian noninstitution-
alized population is interviewed by trained per-
sonnel of the U.S. Bureau of the Census to ob-
tain information about the health and other
characteristics of each member of the house-
hold. During July 1974-June 1975, the sample
was composed of about 40,000 households con-
taining some 116,000 persons living at the time
of the interview. A description of the design of
the survey, the methods used in estimation, and
the general qualifications of data obtained from
surveys is presented in appendix I.
Since estimates shown in this report are
based on a sarnple of the population rather than
on the entire population, they are subject to
sampling error. Therefore particular attention
should be paid to the section entitled
“Reliability of Estimates.” Sampling errors for
most of the estimates are of relatively low mag-
nitude. However, where an estimated number of
the numerator or the denominator of a rate or
percentage is small, the sampling error may be
high.
Certain terms used in this report are defined
in appendix II. Some of the terms have special-
ized meanings for the purpose of the survey. For
1
example, estimates of the incidence of acute
conditions include, with certain exceptions, only
those conditions which had started within the 2
weeks prior to the week of interview and which
had involved either medical attention or re-
stricted activity. The exceptions, listed in appen-
dix II, are certain conditions such as heart
trouble and diabetes which are always consid-
ered chronic regardless of duration or onset.
Annual estimates of the number of disability
days associated with each acute condition are
derived from the number of such days experi-
enced during the 2-week period prior to week of
interview and include all those reported even if
the acute illness causing the disability had its
onset prior to the 2-week, period. Since any par-
ticular day of disability may be associated with
more than one condition, the sum of days for all
conditions adds to more than the total number
of person-days of disability.
The questionnaire used for the Health Inter-
view Survey during 1974 is illustrated in the
Current Estimates report for that year (Series
10, Number 100). Appendix III of this report
—
shows the probe questions for acute conditions
and the condition pages used in 1975. The entire
questionnaire for 1975 will be illustrated in the
Current Estimates report for 1975.
INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
AND ASSOCIATED DISABILITY DAYS
During July 1974-June 1975 the incidence
Pf acute illnesses and injuries involving medical
attention or activity restriction experienced by
the civilian population not confined in institu-
tions was about 407.8 million, or 195.9 cases
per 100 persons per year (table 1). Table A
shows that this incidence rate closely resembles
that of July 1972-June 1973. The factors Lead-
ing to the decline in incidence in 1973 and 1974
did not continue in 1975.a Figure 1 shows that
‘This decline was wholly or in part a function of the
data collection mocedure used durirw 1973 and 1974.
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Figure 1. Incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons per quarter by condition group.
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Table A. Comparative incidence and disability day rates per 100 persons per year for selected statistics on acute conditions: United
States, July 1967-June 1975
Characteristic and type of day
All acute conditions .... . ... .. . ....
Condition group
Infective and parasitic diseases ... .
Respiratory conditions .. . . .. ... . .... .
Upper respiratory conditions ... .
Influenza .. . ..... .. ... ... .. . .. ... .. .. .. ....
Other respiratory conditions .....
Digestive system conditions .. . .....
Injuries .. ... . .. ... ... ... . ... . ... .. . .... .. .....
All other acute conditions .. ... . ... .
Sex
Male .... . .. .. ... ..... .. .. .. . ... ... . .. .... .. . ... .
Female ... .... .. .. .. .. . ..... ... .. ... . ... .. . ... .
Age
Under 6 years ... .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .... . . ....
6-16 years .... . .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. ....
45-64 years .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. . ....
65 years and over ..... .. . .. .. .. .... . . ... .
Place of residence
All SMSA .... .. .. ... . . .. ... .. ... .. . .... .. ....
Outside SMSA:
Nonfarm .. ... . ... . . .... ... . .. ... . .. ... . ....
Farm .... .... .. . .. .. . . ... ... . . .... .. .... . . ....
Geoarac.hic reaion





Days of restricted activity ...........
Days of bed disability .................
Days lost from work among
currently employed persons......
Days lost from school among
child?en aged 6-16 years .... .......
July 1967- JUIY 1968- .fuIY 1969- .h.dy 1970-
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for the two quarters in 1975–January-March
and April-June-there is a similarity in rates for
some of the condition groups with these rates
for earlier years. The incidence rates per quarter
for respiratory illnesses resemble those for the
same two quarters in 1970 and 1971. The cliges -
twe system conditions rates resemble those for
1971. The rates of injuries resemble those for






















































1972, but the incidence rate of 11.2 per quarter
for April-June 1975 is the highest ever reported
in the Health Interview Survey.
The incidence of influenza-like illnesses per
100 persons per year during July 1974june
1975 was the second highest in the past 8 years
(table A). The annwd incidence rate of injuries
was comparable with those reported for the
3
years ending in June of 1972 and 1973. The
difference in rates of 34.3 for the current year
and 32.6 for the earlier years can be explained
by sampling variability.
Acute conditions caused 9.7 days of re-
stricted activity and 4.2 days in bed per person
per year (tables 2 and 3). The average duration
of these disability days per condition was 5.0
days of restricted activity and 2.2 days of bed
disability (table B). Average duration per condi-
tion is computed by dividing the number of days
by the number of cases of the condition.
About 55.6 percent of all acute conditions
were medically attended (tables C and 4). An
estimated 37.8 percent of the medically at-
tended conditions also caused activity restric-
tion. When this latter percentage is added to the
44.4 percent of conditions that were activity re-
stricting but not medically attended, a total of
82.2 percent of all conditions caused some de-
gree of activity restriction. Influenza-like ill-
nesses had the highest percentage of activity re-
stricting conditions with 97.2 percent. The
lowest percentage of activity-restricting condi-
tions was reported for injuries with 63.4 per-
cent.
Table B. Incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons per year and average duration of days of restricted activity and bed disability per
condition by selected characteristics: United States, July 1974June 1975
Characteristic
All acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Condition group
Infective and parasitic diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Digestive system conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Injuuies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aliothe racutecondition s...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Age
Under 6 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6-16 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Place of residence
AIISMSA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Outside SMSA:
Nonfarm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Farm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geogra~hic region
Northeast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Central . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Table C. Number and percent distribution of incidence of acute conditions by measures of impact of illness, according to condition
group: United Statas, July 1974-June 1975
Condition group
All acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infective and parasitic diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Digastivasystemconditions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


























Figure2. incidence ofacute conditions perlOOpersons per year
by sex and age
The incidence of acute conditions per 100
persons per yeax declined as age increased (table
5 and figure 2). The age-specific rates for fe-
males exceeded those for males for most of the
lifespan. Only among children under 6 years of
age does the rate for males usually exceed that
for females.
The average duration of restricted activity
-d bed disability per condition rose with ad-
vance in age (tables B, 6, and 7). Persons 65 years
and over experience an average of 13.3 days of






























days spent in bed. The incidence rate of acute
conditions in this age gToup is relatively low, but
the effect of the conditions is more severe than
at earlier ages.
Acute conditions caused 4.5 days lost from
school per child 6-16 years of age (table 8).
More than half of this disability, 2.6 days, was
caused by respiratory illness.
The incidence of acute conditions per 100
currently employed persons per year was 168.9
(table 9). These conditions caused 3.7 days lost
from work per currently employed person, or an
average duration per condition of 2.2 days (table
10). The rate per 100 persons of absence from
work due to acute illness or injury was higher
for females (419.2) than for males (337.7).
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION
Following the usual pattern residents of
standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA’S)
had the highest incidence of acute illnesses and
injuries per 100 persons per year, and farm resi-
dents outside metropolitan areas had the Iowest
rates (table 11). Figure 3 shows that the lower
rates for farm residents occurred primarily
among youths and young adults. Rates of re-
stricted activity and bed disability days for resi-
dents of SMSA’S and nonfarm areas differed sub-
stantially from those of farm residents (tables 12
and 13).
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Figure 3. Incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons per year
by place of residence and age
the same rate in each of the three places of resi-
dence (table 14). The average duration of re-
stricted activity and bed disability per case of
influenza-like illness was substantially the same
for SLISA’S and the nonfarm areas (tables 15 and
16). Farm residents reported about a day less
restricted activity per case.
The incidence rate of acute conditions was
highest in the West Region and lowest in the
Northeast and South Regions (table 17). Figure
4 shows the age-specific incidence rates for the
four regions. It shows that the higher incidence
in the West occurred primarily among persons in
the age group 15-54. The rates of restricted ac-
tivitv and bed disability were substantially
high~r in the West
18 and 19).
The incidence
Region ‘than elsewhere (table~
rates of influenza-like illness
Figure 4. Incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons per year
by geographic region and age.
were higher in the North Central and West Re-
gions than in the Northeast and South Regions
(table 20). This also occurred for the rates of
disability days (tables 21 and 22).
SEASONAL VARIATION:
CALENDAR QUARTER
Figure 1 has been mentioned as showing that
for certain condition groups the incidence rates
for the January-March and April-June 1975
quarters resumed the pattern of earlier years be-
fore the decline in 1973 and 1974. Tables 23-28
show the incidence and disability day rates per
quarter by age, sex, and condition group. Tables
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TABLE 1. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY CONDITION GROUP, ACCDRDING TO SEX: UNITED ST AT ES, JULY 1974-J(JHE 1975
[Data are based on household intmvicws of the civilian, .oninstimticmalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the
estimates are give” in appendix I. Definitions of ten-m are given in appendix ~]
=lT=l= BOTHSEXES I MALE I FEMALECONDITION GROUP
II I

























































































































INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES---
COMMON CHILOHOOD DISEASE S——---
VIRUS , N .0. S .—--————-—





















CONO IT ION S-—————--
INFLUENZA—— -.--- —- ———--
INFLUENZA WITH OIGESTIVE
MAN IF ESTATIONS--—-—
OT HER IN FL UENZA-—-——--
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONO1 TIONS——-



































10,512OIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONDITION ~--—---
OENTAL CON OI TION S----—-----—-—
FUNCTIONAL ANO SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTRO INTESTINAL 01 SORDERS,

























































FRACTURES, O ISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
ANO STRAINS— -—---——-—_
FRACTURES ANO OISLOCATIONS—-—




































OPEN MoUNOS ANO LACERATIONS—
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJ UR I ES-———--—-----———
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES—-——
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--———-
01 SEAS ES OF THE EAR-—-----—-—
H EAOAC HE S——-
GENITOURINARY OISOROERS—-——-
DEL IVERIES AND DISORDERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PuERPERIUM——
OISEASES OF THE SK IN—-——---

































































ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--—---
NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CCNOITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEDICAL
ATTENT ION.
N. O. S.--NOT OTHER HISE SPECIFIEO ; N. E. C.--NOT ELSEhHERE CLASSIFIED.
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TABLE 2. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED HITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO CONOITI12N GROUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-.fuNE 1975
[Data arc based on household interview of the civilian, noninstitutionaliwd population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the
estimates arc given in appcndi x 1. Definitions ofterms are given in appendix 11]
CONO IT ION GRUUP
ALL ACUTE CONO I TIONS--–—--
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES---
COMMON CHILOHOOO O IS EASE S-——---
VIRUS , N .0. S ---------------------




COMMON CO L O----——— ---- —---
OTHER UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONO I T 10NS——-—----—--—---
INFLU EN 2A------------------------
INFLUENZA WITH OIGESTIVE




BRON CH IT I S——------—----—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS—-
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITION>--—---
OENTAL CON 01 T ION S----------—---
FUNCTIONAL ANO SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTRO INTESTINAL O I SOROERS,
N .E . c .—---———-— -------------
OTHER O IGEST IVE SYSTEM
CONO IT ION S--—-—--————---
INJURIES ----- —-. —--—----—--
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
ANo STRA IN S--—--—------——--
FRACTURES ANO DI SLOCATIONS——-
SPRAINS ANO STRA INS---———---
OPEN UOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS--—--
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJ UR I E S-———----————---
OTHER CURRENT INJUR IES---——----
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONO IT ION S————-
DISEASES OF THE EAR---—--——---
H EAOAC HE S-—-——----—-——---
GEN ITOURINARY 01 SOROERS—-——-—
DELIVERIES ANO OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM----
OISEASES OF THE SK IN-—-——---
OISEASES OF THE MU SC ULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM-----——------—----—---
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONO lTlONS--—--
80TH
SEXES MALE FEMALE



























43,839 II ...14,531 6,569






































OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY










































































































NOTE: N. O. S.--NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO ; N. E. C.--NCT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
10
TABLE 3. DAYS OF BED OISABI LITY ASSOCIATED ilITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONOITICN GRCUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974_JWE 1975
[Data arc bawd on bo.sehold interviews of the civilian, noninstit.tionaliz.d population. The survey design, ge.cml qualifications, and information on the reliability of the
cst imates am Riven in appmdix I. Definitions of terms arc givm in appendix II]
CDNDITION GROUP
ALL ACUTE CONDITION S—---
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES---
COMMON CHILOHDOO OISEASES-—-
VIRUS , N .0. S .-----———----—---















OIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS_-—----
OENTAL CONO I TION S---—-———-—
FUNCTIONAL ANO SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS,
N . E . C .-—-- —--—-— -———-————
OTHER OIGEST IVE SYSTEM
Cff10 IT ION S--—--——---——--
INJURI ES-———----———--
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
ANO STRA IN S———--—-—-—
FRACTURES AND OISLOCATIONS——
SPRAINS AND STRAINS——-




ML OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--——--
OISEASES OF THE EAR-———
HEAOACHE+—--
GENITOURINARY OISORDERS—-—
DELIVERIES ANO OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUH----
OISEASES OF THE SKIN-——-——--
OISEASES OF THE HUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM————-———
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS——
-
BOTH
SEXES II HALE I FEMALE
II 1








































































































OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY










































































































NOTE: N. O. S.—NOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIED; N. E. C.—NCT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED.
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TABLE 4. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY MEASURES OF
THE IMPACT OF ILLNESS, SEX, AND CONOITION GROUP: UN ITEO STATES, JULY 197+JUNE 1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, n<>ninstitutionali.cd population. The survey design, general qualifications, and in fwmaticm cm the reliability of the esti.
mates are @cn in appcncbx I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 111]







ANO AC TIV- RESTRICl-
ITY RE- ING ONLY
STRICTING
SEX AND CON OITION GROUP MEOICALLY ATT ENOEO ACTIVITY
TOTAL ATTENDED ANo ACT! V- RESTRICT–
ONLY ITY RE- 1 NG ONLY
STRICTING
T13TAL
II I I ! I
BOTH SEXES INCIOENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
IN THOUSANOS
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR






























































o I S EAS ES —--------------
RESPIRATORY CON OPT IONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CDNOIT ION S–--—-—---


























ALL ACUTE CON OITIONS- 70,493
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC




























































































































ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 83.734
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASES ----------------



































NOTE: EXCLUOED FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEDICAL
ATTENTION.
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TABLE 5. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONOIT IONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE,
SEX, ANO CONDITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are b=ed on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutiondized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the rdiabili-
ty of the estimates arc given in appendix L Dcfmitions of terms are given in appendix II]
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
uNOER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGE S YEARS YEARS YEARS & oVER
INCIOENCE OF ACUTE CONOIT IONS
UNOER +5
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEAR S
AGES YEARS YEAR S YEAR S G OVER
II I I 1
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER




























































IN FkCTIVE AND PARASITIC
DI S EAS ES —---—-—----
REsPIRATORY CONOITIONS—-
uPPER RESPIRATORY
















































































ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 186. t
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
O I S EAS ES ----------------
RESPIRATORY CON DITIONS---
“UPPER RESPIRATORY
CON DIT ION S-----------




CONO IT ION S------—----


























































































COND IT ION S-——---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM




























































NOTE: EXCLUOED FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEDICAL
ATTENTION.
13
TABLE 6. DAYS OF RESTKICTEO ACTIVITY AS S13CI ATED WITH ACUTE CONOITTONS AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER lfJO
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANr CPNOITION GRC!JP: IJNITEO ST ATFS, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are based on household intcticws of the civilian, nunmstitut]onahzcd modulation. The survey desiw, wned qualifications, ~d in fo~ation on the rdiibiliw of tbe esti-
SEX ANO CONDITION GROUP
mates “arcgrmn in appendix i. Detimt ions of terms are g;ve~in appendix II]
UNDER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS & OVER
II I I I
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANDS
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES











































































































ALL ACUTE CON OITIONS- 884.7 1,173.3
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
01SEAS ES----------------
RESPIRATORY CON OPT IONS---
uPPER RESPIRATORY
CON DITIONS -----------
IN FL UENZA— -----------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CON OIT ION S-----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONOI T ION S--–— ---------
INJURIES----—-— --------
ALL OTHER ACUTE



















































































































































ALL ACUTE CON OITIONS- ,055.6 994.3
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC




IN FL UENZA---—–— -----
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CON OI T ION S---——----
DIGESTIVE SYS7EM
CONOIT IONSo------------
1NJ UR I ES--—--–—— ------
ALL OTHER ACUTE























TABLE 7. DAYS OF BED DISABI LITY ASSOCIATED W TH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF BEO DISABIL ITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, nonimstitutionalizcd population. The survey design, generaf qualifications, and information on the rcfiability of the esti-
mates are given in appmdix I. Definitions of tmms are given in appendix II]












OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER
100 PERSONS PER YEARBDTH SEXES DAYS OF BEO OISABI LITY IN THDuSANOS























































CON OIT ION S-—--------





INJ UR I ES-----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE


























































CON O IT ION S-—---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM



























































































































ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 397.4480.2
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC



















































TABLE 8. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER 100
CHILDREN (6-16 YEARS) PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are based on household interview of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general quafificationa, and information on
the reliability of the estimates are given irr appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
CONDITION GROUP
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS --------------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES --------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS-------—-— ------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ----------
INFLUENZA--— -------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS--— ------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS -------------
INJURIES--—-——-------------------—--
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS-—---— ------
EEEIE












































TABLE 9. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS AMONG CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CON-
DITIONS PER,1OO CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANO CONOITION GR2UP: UNITED
STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are basedon household interviews of the civilian, noninsti~tiomfi~d pwu~on. Th: SUIWY de~gn, genemI qualifications, and information on
the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms am given in appendix II]
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS—————







ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS—————-
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS———--—
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES--—---
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS————-





ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS— --
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS— —--——-




OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS--— -----
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS——-— -----
INJURIES—-—-—--—-——--——






Y EARS & OVER




















































































17 YEARS 17-44 YEAR S
& DVER YEAR S C OVER
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS



















































































NOTE: EXCLUOED FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER I.ZESTRICTEO ACTIVITY
NOR MEOICAL ATTENTION.
TABLE 10. DAYS LOST FROM WORK ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS LOST FROM WORK PER 100
CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS PER YEAR,BY AGE, SEX, AND CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-
JUNE 1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on
the feliabaility oftkestimatesa rcgivm inappendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]
SEX AND CONOITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS---—--–-—--
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS--— -------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA— -------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS-------––
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS--— --------
INJURIES------------------—-----------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS--— ---------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS—–-–—--–--—---
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA-------— -------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS— -------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS--— --------
INJURIES—--— -------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS---—------––
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE C.ONOITIONS ------------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA-— -------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS––— --------
INJURIES—----––-----–––-——----------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
EilEIiE









































































































































































TABLE 11. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR? BY
PLACE OF RESIDENCE, SEX, AND AGE: UNITED STATES, JILY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey desi~, general qualifications and information on the refi-








45 YEARS AND OVER------
45-64 YEARS ---------










45 YEARS AND OVER------
45-64 YEARS—--——--
65 YEARS ANO OVER-—-









45 YEARS AND OVER-—---
45-64 YEARS-----—---
65 YEARS AND OVER-—-
UNOER 6 YEARS ----------
6-16 YEARS-----— ------
17-44 YEARS-----——---







































































































































NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER





































































































































NOTE : EXCLUOED FRDt4 THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
MEDICAL ATTENTION.
TABLE 12. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
pER 100 PERSON5 PER yEAR, BY PLACE OF RESIOENCE, SEX, ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JuNE 1975
[Data are based on househ~ interviews of the civiIiin, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reli-








45 YEARS AND OVER-—---
45-64 YEARS----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----









45 YEARS ANO OVER------
45-64 YEARS----------










45 YEARS ANO OVER---—-
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS AND OVER----
UNOER 6 YEARS ----------
6-16 YEARS-------------
17-44 YEARS------------








































































































































OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER







































































































































TABLE 13. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED UITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100
PERSDNS PER YEAR, BY PLACE OF RESIOENCE, SEX, ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are bawd cm houwhold interviews of the civiiian, rmninstitutiomdi.ed population. The survey design, general qualifications, and infonpation on the .CH.
ability of the estimates are given in appcn,lix 1. Dcfiiitions of terms are given in appendix II]
SEX AND AGE
OUTSIDE SMSA OUTSIOE SMSA
ALL II ALLARE AS SMSA ALL II ALLAREAS SMSANONFARM I FARM NONFARM I FARM
OAYS OF BED DISABILITY
IN THWSANOS
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES
ALL AGES— -------




45 YEARS ANO OVER------
45-64 YEARS----------










45 YEARS AND OVER---—-
45-64 YEAR S----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----









45 YEARS ANO OVER-——-
45-64 YEARS ----------






































































































































































































































































TABLE 14. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONOI TIONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONOIT IONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY PLACE OF
RESIOENCE, SEX, AND CONOITION GROUP: uNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data arc btserl on household interviews of tbc civilian, noninwitutionalizcd population. Tb. survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the csti-
nmtes xe given in appendix L Definitions of tcms are given in appmdix 11]
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS --------





OIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS -------
INJU RI E S----—---— --------------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS. ANO STRAIN S--—–—--
OPEN WOUNDS ANO LACERATIONS--—-
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJ UR I E S-—–——–----—–--—-
OTHER CURRENT INJURIE S—-------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS --------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS --------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES-–
RESPIRATORY CONOIT IONS--——--––––
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITION S----
INFLU EN ZA------------——----—-
OTHER RESPIRATORY COND ITIONS—--
01GEST IVE SYSTEM CONOI TIONS-------
1 NJUR I E S——---—-------------—-
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRAIN S-----------




ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--——-
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS— ------
INFECT lVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASE S--
RESPIRATORY CONDITION S------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS----
INFL U EN ZA----—-—---—-—--—-
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS----
OIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONOIT IONS-–-––––
1NJU R I E S----—–---—-----–--—---
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRAINS--—-—---
OPEN WOUNDS ANO LACERATIONS—-––
CONTUS1ONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJ U RI E S-—-——-—--–—-——-
OTHER CURRENT INJUR IES-—-------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS-–-—---






























































































































































NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER






































































































































TABLE 15. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONOIT IONS
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY PLACE OF RESIOENCE, SEX. ANO CONOITION GROUP:
ANO OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER
UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
100
[Data arc based on ho.schold interviews of the civilian, noninstitutiomdizcd population. The survey design, gcncmf qualifications, md information on the reliability of the .sti-
mates am given in appendix L Definitions of terms are given in appendix 11]
SEX AND CONOITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS---——-





DIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS_—
1NJ UR I ES—-———--——--—-—
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRA INS, AND STRAIN S---— ------
OPEN HOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS——
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJ URI ES-—---—— -------------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES—--—
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS—--—
HAL E
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS-——---
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES—








OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS——-
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES-— ——-——---—-
OTHER CUR ENT INJ~IES—-—-
2ALL OTHER A UTE CONOITIONS--------
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS———
INFECT IVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--
RESPIRATORY CONOI T IQN S--—--—---
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS----
IN FL U ENZA—----—— —------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS-——




OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS—-
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJ U RI ES-———--——-
OTHER CURRENT INJLHt IES———
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--—---
OUTS IOE SMSA
ALL ALL
AREAS S#SA NoNFARM F ARU






























































































































































OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER






























































































































































TABLE 16. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED UITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO DAYS OF BED OISABIL ITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY PLACE OF RESIOENCE, SEX, ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data arc based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutiondiz.d population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the esti-
mates are given in appendix I. Definitions of tcnns are given in appendix II]
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONOI TI ON S--------
INFECT IVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--
RESPIRATORY CONOIT ION S---— -------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONO IT IONS-——
IN FL UENZA—---—-—-——-——--
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS----
OIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS---—--
1NJ URI ES---————--—----——-
FRACTURES, O ISLOCATIONS ,
SPRAIN S. AN O STRA IN S--— ------




ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS-----—
HAL E
ALL ACUTE CONDITION S--------
INFECT IVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--
RESPIRATORY CON DITIONS--— -------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS----
IN FL UEN ZA—--——-------—--—-
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS----
OIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONO IT ION S-------
IN J UR I E S--——---——--——-—-
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, AND STRA INS--—----—-
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS——-
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
1NJ URI E S-—--—------— ------
OTHER CURRENT INJLk71ES-——---
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITION S-----—-
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOI TIONS——----
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--
RESPIRATORY CON DITIONS-—---—----
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS—--
IN FLU EN 2A----— -----------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS———
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS--——-
1NJURI E S-------------— -----------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRAINS--——–-–-
OPEN WOUNDS ANO LACERATIONS--—-
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJ U RI E S-—-—— -- ——-—--
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES-— -------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOIT ION S--——--



































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 17. INcmENcE OF ACUTE CONOITIONS AND NUMBER OF ACU7E CONO1710NS PER m PERS0N5 pER yEAR, BY GEOGRAPHIC
REGION, sEX, ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, JUtY 1974-JuNE 1975
[Data arc based on household intcmiem of the civilian, noninstitutiomdizcd population. The survey design, gmenf qualifications, and information on the reliabMy of the csti.




REGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH UE ST
ALL NORTH- NGRTII
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH WEST
INCIOE kCE CF ACUTE CONOIT IONS
SEX ANO AGE
NUMBER OF ACUTE CIINOITIONS PER 100
PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES I N THOUS ANOS
ALL AGES-—------ 407,831 B7.31i 113,563 119,613 B7, 344 195.9 201.5 181.7 235.117S .9
UNOER 5 YEARS—-—--
5-14 YEAR S--—— -----
15-24 YEAR S-----------
25-44 YE AR S-—-—--
45 YEARS ANO OVER—---
45-64 YEARS-——-



























































































































































































































































ALL AGES -------- 1B6. B
UNOER 5 YEAR S---—----
5-14 YEAR S---— -----
15-24 YEAR S-----------
25-44 YEA RS——-—--
45 YEARS ANO OVER—--
4%64 YEAR S——--
























































ALL AGE S--—---- 204.4
UNOER 5 YEARS-——---
5-14 Y EAR S—--—-
15-24 YEAR S—----—---
25-4+ YEA RS--—--—-—
45 YEARS ANO OVER—-
45-64 YEAR S---—----
65 YEARS ANO OVER---























NOTE : EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONOIT IONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR HEOICAL
ATTENTION.
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TABLE 18. D4YS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCI PTED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION, SEX, ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data arc based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalizcd population. The survey design, general qualificaticms, and infmmati.an cm the reliability of the esti-
mates arc gym in appcmdm k bcfmitions of term; axe g;ve; in appeklix II]
ALL NORTH- NORTH
REGIONS EAsT CENTRAL S OUT H wEST
ALL I NORTH- NOR THREG IONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH I WESTSEX AND AGE
II I I I
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100




















































UNOER 5 YEAR S---------
5-14 Y EAR S-—---------
15-24 YEAR S----–-—---
25-44 YEARS -----------
45 YEARS ANO OVER -----
45-64 YEAR S---—----





























































































UNOER 5 YEARS ---------
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15-24 YEARS-----–—--
25-44 YE AR So---------
45 YEARS ANO OVER-—--
45-64 YEARS-------–-
65 YEARS ANO OVER---





































































































































UNOER 5 YEAR S---------
5-14 YE AR S-——-—---
15-24 YEAR S-----------
25-44 YEA RS------—--–
45 YEARS ANO OVER----–
45-64 YE AD S---------

































































TABLE 19. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION, SEX, ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data arc bawl on household interviews of ihc civilian, noninstitutionalkcd population. The surve}, desi.m, mncral qualifications, and information on the reliability of the esti-
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5-14 YE AR S—----—--
13-24 YEAR S—---—----
25-44 YEAR S— -—---
45 YEAM ANO OVER—--
45-64 YEAR S---—-
65 YEARS AND OVER---
UNOER 6 YEAR S----—--
6-16 Y EAR S——--—--
17-+4 Y EAR b—--—---
ALL NORTH- NCRTH
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH WEST
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TABLE 20. INCIDENCE OF AcUTE CONDITICINS AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONOSTIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION. SEX,
AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Dar. arc bawd m household intcmicws of tic aviiian, noninstit.ti.nalizcd population. The survey design, g.mcral qualifications, and information cm the reliability o f the estimates are given
in appendix L Definitims of terms arc given m appendix U]





RESPIRATORY CONOIT ION S-----------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOIT IONS---
INFLUENZA —-——--—----—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOIT ION S---
DIGEST WE SYSTEM CONOITIONS-—---
INJUR I ES--———-———-——---
FRACTURES, OISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRA INS—----—--




ALL OTHER ACUTE CONO IT IONS--—-
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OIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS——-
1NJ UR IES—---—---—-—— -------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRAINS----—-




AL1. OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--—--
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOI TION S--—---
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
01 SE ASES——-——--—




OIGEST IvE SYSTEM CONDITIONS--—-
INJURIES-—---——--—----
FRACTURES, OISLOCATIONS.
SPRAINS, ANO STRAIN S----—----
OPEN HOUNOS AND LACERATION S—--
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
XNJUR1 ES——-----——-——----
OTHER CURRENT IN JURIES----—---
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--—---
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NOTE: EXCLUOED FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL COt.OITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVIN NOR MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 21. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED HITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEiIR,BY GEoGRAPHIC REGION, SEX, ANO CONOIT ION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 197+JWE 1975
[Data arc bawl m household intcwicws CJthe civilian, no.i.titutiomlizcd popuhtion. The S.WCY dcsisn,wcml q.alilicafi.ns, and information on the retiatility .Fthe estimates arc fivcn
in .ppcndix I. Dcfinitiom of tams arc&n in appendix n]
ALL IINORTH- NORTHREGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH I UEST ALL IINORTH- NORTH\EGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH I HESTSEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
II I I I
OAYS OF RESTRI CTEO ACTIVITY IN THOUSANOS
II I I I
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES














































































































































































































UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITION S---
INFLUENZA ___ —..
oTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS—
48.3OIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS_—--
236.4INJUR I ES-—-———--—--
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OIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS——- 42.1
259.7INJURIES— --.——-—--
FRACTURES, OISLOCATIONSt
SPRAINS, ANO STRA INS——-








116.9ALL oTHER ACUTE C0N01TION5-——-
FEHALE
1,055.6ALL ACUTE CDND ITIONS——-
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC






































































OIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS-—-
INJUR I ES-—————-——-
FRACTURES, OISLOCATIONSS
SPRAINS, ANO STRA lNS--—----






INJUR I ES——--— _-——
D7HER CURRENT INJURIES—-—-
225.6ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--—---
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TABLE 22. OAYS OF BEO 01 SA61L1TY ASSOCIATED W TH ACUTE CCNO1TIONS ANO DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY Geo-
graphic REGION, SEX, AND CCNOITI12N GRflUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data arc based on hmweh&l ,nter.mws of the civilian, nrm,mtitutionalimd population. 71w survey design, gemral qualifications, and information m th. reliability of the .stimatcs are g!ven
in qp.ndix L D. finitiom of tcmu .r. given in .ppmdix U]
SEX ANO CDNOIT ION GROUP
—
ALL NORTH- NoRTH
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH WEST
ALI. II NORTH- NCRTHREGIONS EAST CEt.TRAL I S oUT H I WEST
Ii I I I
OAYS ❑F BED DISABILITY IN THOUSANDS







































































































































DIGEST WE SYSTEM CONOITIONS-—--- 22.8
75.11NJUR I ES——---—--—--—---
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRA IN S—--—---
OPEN UOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS——
CONTUS1ONS MO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES--—---———--—--





71.7ALL OTHER ACUTE CONO IT ION S--—--
ALL ACUTE CONO IT IONS--—-- 360.5
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SPRAINS, ANO STRA IN S----—-- 3a.4






45.5ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--—-
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OIGEST IVE SYSTEM CONOITION S-—--- 27.1
1NJUR I ES--—-—-- ——--— --
FRACTURES. DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRA INS---—----
OPEN UOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS——
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL







ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS---—-- 96.2
TABLE 23. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER hNO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER
QUARTER, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data arc based on householdinterviews of th. civilian, noninstitutionaked population. The survey desi,gn, ~cneml qualifkation$ and information on the reli-
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JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APRIL-
EPTEMBER OECEMBER MARCH JUNE






































































































































NOTE: EXCLUDED FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS
MEDICAL ATTENTION.
INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
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TABLE 24. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER
QUARTER, BY SEX AND COPLIITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are based on household intemiews of the civilian, nonimtitutiomliied population. The survey design, general qwdifications, and information on the reli-
ability oftheestimates aregiven inappendix I.Defiiitionsof termsaregivcn inappendixII]
SEX ANO CONDITION GROUP
I I EIEEEaE






INCIOENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
IN THOUSANOSBOTH SEXES PERSONS PER QUARTER




























































































































































































































































NOTE: EXCLUOEO FR13M THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NIIR
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 25. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE ldITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER AND DAYS OF
RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX”AND AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are based on househoId interviews of the &ilian, noninstitutionalized pop.Iation. The aurwy design, general qudifkations and information on the reli-
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45-64 YEARS——-
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SEPTE14BER OECEMBER MARCH JUNE







































































































































TABLE 26. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER ANO OAYS OF RESTRICTED
ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX ANO CCINOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reli-
ability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
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JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APRIL-
;EPTEMBER DECEMBER MARCH JUNE















































































































TABLE 27. DAYS DF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATE HITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER AND OAYS OF BEO
DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 19T4-JUNE 1975
[Data arc based on household interviews of the civii.n, noninstitution.lii.d population. The survey design, g.ncml qualifkationsj and information on the reli-
ability of the estim~tesme given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendL. II]
I I I
JULY- OCTOBER- JPkUARY- APRIL-
jEPTEUBER DECEMBER MARCH JUNE
OAYS OF BED DISABILITY
JANUARY- APRIL-
MARCH JUNESEX ANO AGE
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100






45 YEARS AIuD OVER—-—
45-64 YEARS———-—
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45-64 YEARS—-——
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TABLE 28. DAYS OF 8ED 01 SA81LITY ASSOCIATE HITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER AND DAYS OF BED DISABILITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX AND CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are based on household mtcrviews of the dvflia”, noninstimtiom]ized populatjom The .Uwey design, geneml qualifications, and information on the refiabdi-
t y of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPT EMBER 0ECEM8ER MARCH JUNE
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100
JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER DECEMBER MARCH JUNE
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY
SEX ANO CDNDITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES IN THOUSANOS PERSONS PER QUARTER






1NFL UEN ZA---— --------
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TABLE 29. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ANO ASSOCIATED DISABILITY DAYS PER QUARTER ANO
NUMBER PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, 8Y AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1974-JuNE 1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the uviljjn, nonjnstitufio”aked population. The survey design, gemr-al qualifications, and information on the reli-
ability of the estimates are given in appendix L Dcfiitions of terms are given in appendix 11]
AGE
JULY- OCTOBER- JAhUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEM8ER DECEMBER HARCH JUNE
rNCICHCE OF ACUTE RESFIF7ATORY
CONDITIONS IN THOUSANDS
JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- 1APRIL-SEPTEMBER DECEMBER MARCH JUNE
NUMBER OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS
PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER




























45 YEARS ANO OVER—---
45-64 YEARS——--—--
































































OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER
PERSONS PER QUARTER
53.0 I 120.1 I 193.7 1
IN THOUSANOS














































45 YEARS ANO OVER------
45-64 YEARS














































DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100
PERSONS PER QUARTER





























45 YEARS AND OVER—--
45-64 YEARS——---




















































NOTE: EXCLUDEO FROM THE INCIDENCE DATA ARE ALL CISNOITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 30. INCIDENCE OF INJURIES ANO ASSOCIATE DISABILITY OAYS PER QUARTER ANO NUMBER PER 100 PERSONS
PER QUARTER, BY AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, ncminstimtio”a~ied population. The survey design, ge”mal quahfkations, and information on the reli-





45 YEARS ANO OVER ------
ALL AGES--—----
UNDER 15 YEARS ---------
15-44 YEARS--———---






45 YEARS ANO OVER—---
.lULY- OCTOBER- JAhUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER OECEMBER MARCH JUNE
INCIOENCE OF INJURIES
IN THOUSANOS
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
IN THOUSANDS
m
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY
IN THOUSANDS
42,481 I 36,1091 38,446 ~ 39,368
* * * *
24,140 14,215 13,368 15,841
12,845 18,769 20,106 I 18,083
JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER OECEMBER MARCH JUNE
NUMBER OF INJURIES PER 100
PERSONS PER QUARTER
m
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER QUARTER







20.5 17.4 18.4 18.9
* * * *
27.0 15.8 14.8 17.4
20.2 29.4 31.4 2B.1





TABLE 31. POPULATION USED IN OBTAINING RATES SHOWN IN THIS PUBLICATION? BY PLACE OF RESIOENCE,
GEOGRAPHIC REGION, SEX, ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionahzed popuktion. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on








45 YEARS ANO OVER ------
45-64 YEARS—-— -----
65 YEARS ANO OVER-—









45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 YEARS-— -------
65 YEARS AND OVER----









45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 YEARS------—-
65 YEARS ANO OVER----












































































































































































































































































NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MCRE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS
ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES! IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS, SERIES P-20, P-25,
ANO P-60.
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TABLE 32. POPULATION OF CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE
1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the civihan, noninstitutionafized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on
the reliabaility of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
AGE BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE
17-44
ALL AGES-17 YEARS AND OVER-—-— ---------------
YEARS——-------------—-—-—----—------—--- Kill
45 YEARS ANO OVER---—----—-—---—— --------------- 18,374 11,316
NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS
ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTSr SERIES P-20~ P-25?
AND P-60; ANO BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS MONTHLY REPORT, EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS.
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TABLE 33. POPULATION USED IN OBTAINING RATES SHOWN IN THIS PUBLICATION, BY QUARTER, SEX, ANO AGE:
UNITED STATES, JULY 1974-JUNE 1975
[Data are based on household inte~iews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on
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NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE 8UREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS
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APPENDIX I
TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
Background of This Repoti
This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based cm infor-
mation collected in a continuing nationwide
sample of households in the Health Interview
Survey (HIS).
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a
questionnaire which obtains information on per-
somd and demographic characteristics, illnesses,
injuries, impairments, chronic conditions, and
other health topics. As data relating to each of
these various broad topics are tabulated and
analyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics. The present
report is based on data collected in household
interviews during July 1974-June 1975.
The population covered by the sample for
the Health Interview Survey is the civilian, non-
institutionalized population of the United States
living at the time of the interview. The sample
does not include members of the Armed Forces
or U.S. nationals living in foreign countries. It
should also be noted that the estimates shown
do not represent a complete measure of any
given topic during the specified calendar period
since data are not collected in the interview for
persons who died during the reference period.
For many types of statistics collected in the sur-
vey, the reference period covers the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week. For such a short
period, the contribution by decedents to a total
inventory of conditions or services should be
very small. However, the contribution by de-
cedents during a long reference period (e.g., 1
year) might be sizable, especially for older
persons.
Statistical Design of the
Health interview Survey
General plan.–The sampling plan of the
survey foIIows a multistage probability design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian, noninstitutionalized population of the
United States. The sample is designed in such a
way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target popula-
tion and that weekly samples are additive over
time. This feature of the design permits both
continuous measurement of characteristics of
samples and more detailed analysis of less com-
mon characteristics and smaller categories of
health-related items. The continuous collection
has administrative and operational advantages as
well as technical assets since it permits fieldwork
to be handled with an experienced, stable staff.
The overall sample was designed so that
tabulations can be provided for each of the four
major geographic regions and for urban and rural
sectors of the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists
of drawing a sample of 376 primary sampling
units (PSU’5) from approximately 1,900 geo-
graphically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
county, a small group of contiguous counties, or
a standard metropolitan statistical area. The
PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and the
District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated in
this discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units called segments
are defined in such a manner that each segment
contains an expected six households. Three gen-
eral types of segments are used.
45
Area segments which are defined geographically.
List segments, using 1960 census registers as the
frame.
Permit segments, using updated lists of building
permits issued in sample PSU’S since 1960.
Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where addresses were well defined
and could be used to locate housing units. In
general the list frame included the larger urban
areas of the United States from which about
two-thirds of the HIS sample was selected.
The total HIS sample of approximately
12,000 segments yields a probability sample of
about 116,000 persons in 40,000 interviewed
households in a year.
Descriptive material on data collection,
field procedures, and questionnaire development
in the HIS has been published as well as a de-
tailed description of the sample design and a
report on the estimation procedure and the
method used to calculate sampling errors of esti-
mates derived from the survey.
Collection of data. –Field operations for
the survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census under specifications established by
lNational Center for Health Statistics: Health
survey procedure: concepk, questionnaire development,
and definitions in the Health Interview Survey. Vital and
Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series l-No. 2.
PubEc Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, May 1964.
2 National Center for Health Statistics: Health
Interview Survey Procedure, 1957-1974. Vital and
Health .%n%tics. Series l-No. 11. DHEW Pub. No.
(HRA) 75-1311. Health Resources Administration.
Washington. U.S. Government Printing Office, Apr.
1975.
3U.S. National Health Survey: The statistical de-
sign of the health household interview survey. Health
Statistics. PHS Pqb. No. 584-A2. Public Health Service.
Washington, D.C., July 1958.
4 Nation~ Center for He~th Statistics: Esti-
mation and sampling variance in the Health Interview
Survey. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 38. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1970.
the National Center for Health Statistics. In ac-
cordance with these specifications the Bureau of
the Census participates in survey planning, se-
lects the sample, and conducts the field inter-
viewing as an agent of NCHS. The data are
coded, edited, and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating procedures. –Since the design of
the HIS is a complex multistage probability
sample, it is necessary to use complex pro-
cedures in the derivation of estimates. Four







Inflation by the reciprocal of the probability
of selection. —The probability of selection is
the product of the probabilities of selection
from each step of selection in the design
(PSU, segment, and household).
Nonresponse adjustment.–The estimates are
inflated by a multiplication factor which has
as its numerator the number of sample house-
holds in a given segment and as its denomina-
tor the number of households interviewed in
that segment.
Firs t-s tage ratio adju@ment. -Sampling
theory indicates that the use of auxiliary in-
formation which is highly correlated with the
variables being estimated improves the re-
liability of the estimates. To reduce the vari-
ability between PSU’S within a region, the
estimates are ratio adjusted to the 1960
populations within six color-residence classes.
Poststratification by age-sex-color.–The esti-
mates are ratio adjusted within each of 60
age-sex-color cells to an independent estimate
of the population of each celI for the survey
period. These independent estimates are pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjust-
ments take the form of multiplication’ factors
applied to the weight of each elementary unit
(person, household, condition, and
hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is
make the sample more closely representative
the civilian. noninstitutionalized ~orndation
by age sex, color, and residence, wh;ch’thereby
reduces sampIing variance.
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As noted, each week’s sample represents
the population living during that week and char-
acteristics of the population. Consolidation of
samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar
quarter, produces estimates of average character-
. istics of the U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Similarly, population data for a year are
averages of the four quarterly figures.
*
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or number of
persons classified by time interval since last
physician visit, figures are first calculated for
each calendar quarter by averaging estimates for
all weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Prev-
alence data for a year are then obtained by
averaging the four quarterly figures.
For other types of statistics–namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a
specified time period-such as incidence of acute
conditions, number of disability days, or num-
ber of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar
computational procedure is used, but the statis-
tics are interpreted differently. For these items,
the questionnaire asks for the respondent’s ex-
perience over the 2 calendar weeks prior to the
week of interview. In such instances the esti-
mated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5
times the average 2-week estimate produced by
the 13 successive samples taken during the
period. The annual total is the sum of the four
quarters. Thus the experience of persons hzter-
viewed during a year—experience which actually
occurred for each person in a 2-calendar-week
interval prior to week of interview-is treated as
though it measured the total of such experience
during the year. Such interpretation leads to no
significant bias.
General Qualifications
Nonresporzse.-Data were adjusted for non-
response by a procedure which imputes to per-
sons in a household which was not interviewed
the characteristics of persons in households in
the same segment which were interviewed. Thq
total noninterview rate was about 3 percent–1.4
percent was refusal, and the remainder was pri-
marily due to the failure to find an eligible re-
spondent at home after repeated calIs.
The interview process.–The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies ob-
tained in interviews with persons in the sample
households. Each person 19 years of age and
over present at the time of interview was inter-
viewed individually. For chiIdren and for adults
not present in the home at the time of the inter-
view, the information was obtained from a re-
lated household member such as a spouse or the
mother of a chiId.
There are limitations to the accuracy of
diagnostic and other information collected in
household interviews. For diagnostic infor-
mation, the household respondent can usually
pass on to the interviewer only the information
the physician has given to the family. For condi-
tions not medically attended, diagnostic infor-
mation is often no more than a description of
symptoms. However, other facts, such as the
number of disability days caused by the condi-
tion, can be obtained more accurately from
household members than from any other source
since ordy the persons concerned are in a posi-
tion to report this information.
Rounding of nunzbers.-The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole unit. All
consolidations were made from the original
tabulations using the estimates to the nearest
unit. In the final published tables, the figures are
rounded to the nearest thousand, although these
are not necessarily accurate to that detail. De-
vised statistics such as rates and percent distri-
butions are computed after the estimates on
which these are based have been rounded to the
nearest thousand.
Population figurm.–Some of the published
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals by
age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to in-
dependent estimates, these figures are based on
the sample of households in the HIS. These are
given primarily to provide denominators for rate
computation, and for this purpose are more ap-
propriate for use with the accompanying meas-
ures of health characteristics than other popula-
tion data that may be available. With the excep-
tion of the overall totals by age, sex, and color
mentioned above, the population figures differ
from figures (which are derived from different
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sources) published in reports of the Bureau of
the Census. Official population estimates are
presented in Bureau of the Census reports in
Series P-20, P-25, and P-60.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report
are based on a sample, they will differ somewhat
from the figures that would have been obtained
if a complete census had been taken using the
same schedules, instructions, and interviewing
personnel and procedures.
As in any survey, the results are also sub-
ject to reporting and processing errors and errors
due to nonresponse. To the extent possible,
these types of errors were kept to a minimum by
methods built into survey procedures? Although
it is very difficult to measure the extent of bias
in the Health Interview Survey, a number of
studies have been conducted to study this prob-
lem. The results have been published in several
reports.6-9
5Na~iOn~ Center for Health Statistics: Qu~itY
control and measurementof nonsarnplingerrors in the
Health Interview Survey, Vital and Health Statistics.
Series 2-No. 54. DHEW Pub. No. (HSM) 73-1328. Health
Services and Mental Health Administration. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, Mar. 1973.
6Nation~ Center for Health Statistics: He~th in.
terview responses compared with medical records. Vital
and Health Statktics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series2-No. 7.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
PrintingOffice, July 1965.
7NationalCenter for Health Statistics:Compari-
son of hospitalizationreporting in three survey proce-
dures. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 8. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1965.
8 National Center for Health Statistics: Interview
data on chronic conditions compared with information
derived from medical records. Vital and Health
Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 23. Public
Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government Printing
Office, May 1967.
9National Center for Health Statistics: The influ-
ence of interviewer and respondent psychological and
behavioral variables on the reporting in household inter-
views. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Senes2’-No. 26. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, Mar. 1968.
The standard error is primarily a measure
of sampling variability, that is, the variations
that might occur by chance because only a
sample of the population is surveyed. As calcu-
lated for this report, the standard error also re-
flects part of the variation which arises in the
measurement process. It does not include esti-
mates of any biases which might be in the data.
The chances are about 68 out of 100 that an
estimate from the sample would differ from a
complete census by less than the standard error.
The chances are about 95 out of 100 that the
difference would be less than twice the standardl
error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be
less than 2% times as large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is
obtained by dividing the standard error of the
estimate by the estimate itself and is expressed
as a percentage of the estimate. For this report,
asterisks are shown for any cell with more than a
30-percent relative standard error. Included in
this appendix are charts from which the relative
standard errors can be determined for estimates
shown in the report. In order to derive relative
errors which would be applicable to a wide vari-
ety of health statistics and which could be pre-
pared at a moderate cost, a number of approxi-
mations were required. As a result, the charts
provide an estimate of the approximate relative
standard error rather than the precise error for
any specific aggregate or percentage.
Three classes of statistics for the health sur-
vey are identified for purposes of estimating
variances.
Nan-o w range. –This class consists of (1) sta-
tistics which estimate a population attribute,
e.g., the number of persons in a particular in-
come group, and (2) statistics for which the
measure for a single individual during the refer-
ence period used in data collection is usually
either O or 1 or on occasion may take on the
value 2 or very rarely 3.
Medium range. –This class consists of other sta-
tistics for which the measure for a single indi-
vidual during the reference period used in data
collection will rarely lie outside the range O to 5.
Wide range. –This class consists of statistics for
which the measure for a single individual during
.
.
the reference period used in data collection can
range from O to a number in excess of 5, e.g.,
the number of days of bed disability.
In addition to classifying variables according
to whether they are narrow-, medium-, or wide-
range, statistics in the survey are further defined
as to whether they are based on a reference pe-
riod of 2 weeks, 6 months, or 12 months.
General rules for determining relative stand-
ard errors. –The following rules wilI enable the
reader to determine approximate relative stand-
ard errors from the charts for estimates pre-
sented in this report. These charts represent new
and better approximations of the relative stand-
ard errors of HIS data. They should be used in





Estimates of ag~egates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of per-
sons with a given characteristic are ob-
t sine d from appropriate curves on
page . The number of persons in
the total U.S. population or in an age-
sex-color class of the total population is
adjusted to official Bureau of the Cen-
sus figures and is not subject to sam-
pling error.
Estimates of percentages in a percent
distribution: Relative standard errors
for percentages in a percent dktribution
of a totzd are obtained from appropriate
curves on page . For values which
do not fall on one of the curves pre-
sented in the chart, visual interp elation
will provide a satisfactory
approximation.
Estimates of rates where the numerator
is a, subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prevalence rates or
where a unit of the numerator occurs,
with few exceptions, only once in the
year for any one unit in the denomi-
nator. For example, in computing the
rate of visual impairments per 1,000
population, the numerator consisting of
persons with the impairment is a sub-
class of the denominator, which in-
Rule 4.
Rule 5.
cludes all ,persons in the population.
Such rates if converted to rates per 100
may be treated as though they were per-
centages and the relative standard errors
obtained from the chart P4AN-M. Rates
per 1,000, or on any other base, must
first be converted to rates per 100; then
the percentage chart will provide the
relative standard error per 100.
Estimates of rates where the numerator
is not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a Wit of the
numerator often occurs more than once
for any one unit in the denominator.
For example, in the computation of the
number of persons injured per 100 cur-
rently employed persons per year, it is
possible that a person in the denomi-
nator could have sustained more than
one of the injuries included in the nu-
merator. Approximate relative standard




Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes all per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex-
color groups of the total popu-
lation, the relative error of the rate
is equivalent to the relative error of
the numerator, which can be ob-
tained directly from the appro-
priate chart.
In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each
of these relative errors, add the re-
suIting values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This pro-
ce dure will result in an upper
bound on the standard error and of-
ten will overstate the error.
Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, total, etc.]: The
standard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the




ad =+$ Vxl ) 2 + (X2 v%’)’
where Xl is the estimate for class 1, X2
is the estimate for class 2, and VX~ and
vx2 are the relative errors of Xl and
X2 respectively. This formula will
represent the actual standard error quite
accurately for the difference between
separate and uncorrelated character-
istics although it is only a rough approx-
imation in most other cases. The rela,-
tive standard error of each estimate
involved in such a difference can “be de-
termined by one of the four rules
above, whichever is appropriate.
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SIZE OF ESTIMATE (IN THOUSANDS)
lThis curve represents estimates of relative stsndard errors based on I to 4 quarters of data
collection for narrow range estimates of aggregates using a 2-week reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 1,000,000 acute respiratory conditions (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative
~ standard error of 23 percent (read from scaIe at left side of chart), or a standard error of 230,000 (23 percent of 1,000,000).
RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY OR BED
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1These curves represent estimates of relative standard errors based on 1 to 4 quarters of data






























Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 days of restricted activity (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard
error of 22.percent (read from Curve A on scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 2,200,000 (22 percent of 10,000,000).
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lThis curve represents estimates of relative standard errors based on 4 quarters of data collection for narrow range estimates
of population characteristics or narrow range estimates of ag~egates using a 12-month reference perio~
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 persons with annual family income of $15,000 or more, or 10,000,000
persons who were hospitalized one or more times in the past year (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard error of 1.
H percent (read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 170,000 (1.7 percent of 10,000,000).
—.
RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS’
(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
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lThesecurves represent estimates of relative standard errors of percentages of population
characteristics based on 4 quarters of data collection for narrow range estimates.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on an
estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 3.6 percent (read from the scale at the left side
of chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 intersects the verticaI line for 20
percent. The standard error in percentage points is equal to 20 percent X 3.6 percent or 0.72
percentage points.
RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF
ACUTE CONDITIONS OR PERSONS INJUREDI
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ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE
1 ‘These curves representestimatesof relative standard errors of percentages of acute conditions or
persons injured based on 1 to 4 quarters of data collection for narrow range data using a 2-week
xference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on an
t estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 14.5 percent (read from the scale at the left
side of chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 intersects the vertical line for 20








RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF DAYS OF RESTRICTED
ACTIVITY OR BED DISABILITY 1
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1These~wve~~epre~ent~~timate~of relative ~tmdwd ~mor~ of percentages of days of restricted activity or bed
disability basedonl to4 quarters of data collection forwide range data ushga2week reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on an
estimate of 50,000,000 days has a relative standard error of 19.7 percent (read from scale at the left
side of chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 50,000,000 intersects the vertical line for 20
































RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF DAYS LOST
FROM WORK OR SCHOOLl
(Base of percentage shown on curvesin milhons)
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I These curves represent estimates of relative standard errors of percentages of days lost from work or schooI
based on 1 to 4 quarters of data collection for wide range data using a 2 week reference period.
Examde of use of chart: An. estimate of 20 ~ercent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on an
estimate &f 50~000 ,00’0 days has a relative standar~ error ;f 15.6 percent (read from s&.le at the left
side of chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 50,000,000 intersects the verticzd line for 20




DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
Terms Relating to Conditions
Co ndi.tion.-A morbidity condition, or
simply a condition, is any entry on the question-
naire which describes a departure from a state of
physical or mental well-being. It results from a
positive response to one of a series of “medical-
disability impact” or “illness-recall” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
of different criteria such as whether they were
medically attended, whether they resulted in dis-
ability, or whether they were acute or chronic;
or according to the type of disease, injury, im-
pairment, or symptom reported. For the pur-
poses of each published report or set of tables,
only those conditions recorded on the question-
naire which satisfy certain stated criteria are
included.
Conditions except impairments are clas-
sified by type according to the Eighth Revision
International Classification of Diseases, Adapted
for Use in the United States,~~ . with certain
modifications adopted to make the code more
suitable for a household interview survey.
Acute condition.–An acute condition is de-
fined as a condition which has Iasted less than 3
months and which has involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. Because of the
procedures used to estimate incidence, the acute
conditions included in this report are the condi-
tions which had their onset during the 2 weeks
‘10National Center for Health Statistics: Eighth
Revision In temu tional Classification of Diseases,
Adapted for Use in the United States. PHS Pub. No.
1693. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Gover-
nmentPrinting Office, 1967.
prior to the interview week and which involved
either medical attention or restricted activity
during the 2-week period. However, excluded
are the following conditions which are alwa~ys
classified as chronic even though the onset oc-








Condition present since birth
Deafness or serious trouble with hearing
Diabetes
Epilepsy








Missing fingers, hand, or arm-toes, foot, or leg
Palsy
Paralysis of any kind
Permanent stiffness or deformity of the foot, leg,
fingers, arm, or back
Prostate trouble
Repeated trouble with back or spine
Rheumatic fever
Serious trouble with seeing, even when wearing
glasses





Thyroid trouble or goiter
Tuberculosis
Tumor, cyst, or growth
Varicose v;ins, trouble with
Acute condition groz@.–In this report all
tables which have data classified by type of con-
dition employ a 5-category regrouping plus sev-
eral selected subgroups. The condition groups
and the International Classification code num-
bers included in each category are shown in
figure I.
Conditiorr GroufI
Infective end parasitic diseeses . . . .
Common childhood diseases . . . .
Vtrus not otherwise specified . . . .
Other infective end parasitic diseases . .
Respiratory conditions . . . . . . .
Upper respiratory conditions . . . .
Common cold . . . . . . .
Other upper respiratory conditions .
Influenza. . . . . . . . . .
Influenza with digestive manifestations
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
Other influenza . . . .
Other respiratory conditions .
Pneumonia . . . . .
Bronchitis . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions
Digestive system conditions . .
Dental conditions . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
Functional and symptomatic upper gastrointestinal disorders
not elsewhere” classifiable ~- . -. . . . . . . ,
Other digestive system conditions . . . . . . . .
Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fractures, dislocations, sprains, and strains . . . . . .
Fractures and dislocations . . . . . . . . . .
Sprains and strains . . . . . . . . . . . .
open wounds and lacerations . . . . . . . . . .
Contusions and superficial injuries . . . . . . . .
Other current injuries . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the ear . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Headaches . . . . . . . . .. :....
Genitourinary disorders . . . . . . . . . . .
Deliveries and disorders of pregnancy and the puerperium . .
Diseesesof the skin . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the musculo$keletal sy~em . . . . . . .




























N870, N872-N884, NB90-N894, N800-N907
N91 O-N929
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Incidence of conditions.-The incidence of
conditions is the estimated number of condi-
tions having their onset in a specified time pe-
riod. As previously mentioned, minor acute con-
ditions, involving neither restricted activity nor
medical attention are excluded from the statis-
tics. The incidence data shown in some reports
are further limited to various subclasses of con-
ditions, such as “incidence of conditions in-
volving bed disability.”
Onset of condition.–A condition is con-
sidered to have had its onset when it was first
noticed. This could be the time the person first
felt sick or became injured, or it could be the
time when the person or his family was first told
by a physician that he had a condition of which
he was previously unaware.
Act ivity-restra”cting condition.–An activ-
ity-restricting condition is one which had its on-
set in the past 2 weeks and which caused at least
1 day of restricted activity during the 2 calendar
weeks before the interview week. (See “Re-
stricted-activit y day” under “Terms Relating to
Disability.”)
Bed-disabling condition.–A condition with
onset in the past 2 weeks involving at Ieast 1 day
of bed disability is called a bed-disabling condi-
tion. (See “Bed-disability day” under “Terms
Relating to Disability.”)
Medically attended condition. –A condition
with onset in the past 2 weeks is considered
medically attended if a physician has been con-
sulted about it either at its onset or at any time
thereafter. However, when the first medical at-
tention for a condition does not occur until
after the end of the 2-week period, the case is
treated as though there was no medical atten-
tion. Medical attention includes consultation
either in person or by telephone for treatment
or advice. Advice from the physician transmitted
to the patient through the nurse is counted as
well as visits to physicians in clinics or hospitals.
If during the course of a single visit the physi-
cian is consulted about more than one condition
for each of several patients, each condition of
each patient is counted as medically attended.
Discussions of a child’s condition by the.
physician and a responsible member of the
household are considered as medical attention
even if the child was not seen at that time.
For the purpose of this definition the terml
“physician “ includes doctors of medicine and
osteopathic physicians.
Terms Relating to Disability
Disability .-Disability is the general term
used to describe any temporary or long-term re-
duction of a person’s activity as a result of an
acute or chronic condition.
Disability &y.–Short-term disability days
are classified accordhg to whether they are days
of restricted activity, bed days, hospital days,
work-loss days, or school-loss days. AII hospital
days are, by definition, days of bed disability; all
days of bed disability are, by definition, days of
restricted activity. The converse form of these
statements is, of course, not true. Days lost from
work and days lost from school are special terms
which apply to the working and school-age
populations only, but these too are days of re-
stricted activity. Hence “days of restricted activ-
ity” is the most inclusive term used to describe
disability days.
Restricted-activity duy.-A day of re-
stricted activity is one on which a person cuts
down on his usual activities for the whole of
that day because of an illness or an injury. The
term “usual activities” for any day means the
things that the person would ordinarily do on
that day. For children under school age, usuaI ac-
tivities depend on whatever the usual pattern is
for the child’s day, which will in turn be aF-
fected by the age of the child, weather condi-
tions, and so forth. For retired or elderly per-
sons, usual activities might consist of almost no
activity, but cutting down on even a small
amount for as much as a day would constitute
restricted activity. On Sundays or holidays,
usual activities are the things the person usuzdl,y
does on such days–going to church, playing
golf, visiting friends or relatives, or staying at
home and listening to the radio, reading, looking
at television, and so forth. Persons who have
permanently reduced their usual activities be-
cause of a chronic condition might not report
any restricted-activity days during a 2-week
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period. Therefore absence of restricted-activity
days does not imply normal health.
Restricted activity does not imply com-
plete inactivity, but it does imply only the mini-
mum of usual activities. A special nap for an
hour after lunch does not constitute cutting
down on usual activities, nor does the elimina-
tion of a heavy chore such as cleaning ashes out
of the furnace or hanging out the wash. If a
farmer or housewife carries on only the mini-
mum of the day’s chores, however, this is a day
of restricted activity.
A day spent in bed or a day home from
work or school because of illness or injury is, of
course, a restricted-activit y day,
Bed-disability day.–A day’ of bed disability
is one on which a person stays in bed for all or
most of the day because of a specific illness or
injury. All or most of the day is defined as more
than half of the daylight hours. All hospital days
for inpatients are considered to be days of bed
disability even if the patient was not actually in
bed at the hospital.
Work-loss day.-A day lost from work is a
day on which a person did not work at his job or
business for at least half of his normal workday
because of a specific illness or injury. The num-
ber of days lost from work is determined only
for persons 17 years of age and over who re-
ported that at any time during the 2-week
period covered by the interview they either
worked at or had a job or business. (See “Cur-
rently employed persons” under “Demographic
Terms.”)
School-1oss day.–A day lost from school is
a normal school day on which a child did not
attend school because of a specific illness or in-
jury. The number of days lost from school is
deteqnined only for children 6-16 years of age.
Co nditio n-da y. –Condition-days of re-
stricted activity, bed disability, and so forth are
days of the various forms of disability associated
with any one condition. Since any particular day
of disability may be associated with more than
one condition, the sum of days for conditions
may add to more than the total number uf
person-days.
Demographic Terms
Age.–The age recorded for each person is
the age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of. distributions
depending on the purpose of the table.
Geographic region.– For the purpose of
classifying the population by geographic areaj
the States are grouped into four regions. These
regions, which correspond to those used by the
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Place of residence. –The place of residence
of a member of the civilian, noninstitutionalized
population is classified as inside a standard met-
ropolitan statistical area (SMSA) or outside an
SMSA and either farm or nonfarm.
Standard metropolitan statistical areas. –The def-
initions and titles of SMSA’S are established by
the U.S. Office of Management and Budget with
the advice of the Federal Committee on Stand-
ard Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
The definition of an individual SMSA involves
two considerations: first, a city or cities of speci-
fied population which constitute the central city
and identify the county in which it is located as
the central county; second, economic and social
relationships with contiguous counties (except
in New England) which are metropolitan in char-
acter so that the periphery of the specific metro-
politan area may be determined. SMSA’S are not
limited by State boundaries. In New England
SMSA’S consist of towns and cities, rather than
counties.
Central cities. –Each SMSA must include at least
one central city. The complete title of an SMSA
identifies the central city or cities. If only one
central city is designated, then it must have
50,000 inhabitants or more. The area title may
include, in addition to the largest city, up to two
city names on the basis and in the order of the
following criteria: (1) the additional city has at
least 250,000 inhabitants or (2) the additional
city has a population of one-third or more of
that of the largest city and a minimum popu-
lation of 25,000. An exception occurs where
two cities have contiguous boundaries and con-
stitute, for economic and social purposes, a
single community of at least 50,000, the smaller
of which must have a population of at least
15,000.
Farm and nonfarnz residence. –The population
residing outside SMSA’S is subdivided into the
farm population, which comprises all non-SMSA
residents living on farms, and the nonfarm popu-
lation, which comprises the remaining outside
SMSA population. The farm population includes
persons living m places of 10 acres or more
from which sales of farm products amounted to
$50 or more during the previous 12 months or
on places of less than 10 acres from which sides
of farm products amounted to $250 or more
during the preceding 12 months. Other persons
living outside an SMSA were classified as non-
farm if their household paid rent for the house
but their rent did not include any land used for
farming.
Sales of farm products refer to the gross receipts
from the sale of field crops, vegetables, fruits,
nuts, livestock and livestock products (milk,
wool, etc.), poultry and poultry products, and
nursery and forest products produced on the
place and sold at any time during the preceding
12 months.
In labor force.–All persons 17 years and
older who worked at or had a job or business or
were looking for work or on layoff from work
during the 2-week period prior to the week of
interview are in the labor force. The labor force
consists of persons currently employed and
those not employed as defined below.
Currently. emplo yed.–Persons 17 years of age
and over who reported that at any time during
the 2-week period covered by the interview they
either worked at or had a job or business are
currently employed. Current employment in-
cludes paid work as an empIoyee of someonle
else; self-employment in business, farming, or
professional practice; and unpaid work in a
family business or farm. Persons who were tem-
porarily absent from a job or business because of
a temporary illness, vacation, strike, or bad
weather are considered as currently employed if
they expected to work as soon as the particular
event causing the absence no longer existed.
Free-lance workers are considered currently em-
ployed if they had a definite arrangement with
one employer or more to work for pay accordi-
ng to a weekly or monthly schedule, either full
time or part time.
Excluded from the currently employed popu-
lation are persons who have no definite employ-
ment schedule but work only when their services
are needed. Also excluded from the currently
employed population are (1) persons receivifig
revenue from an enterprise but not participating
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in its operation, (2) persons doing housework or
charity work for which they receive no pay, (3)
seasonal workers during the portion of the yem-
they were not working, and (4) persons who
were not working, even though having a job or
business, but were on layoff or looking for
work.
The number of currently employed persons esti-
mated from the Health Interview Survey (HIS)
VW differ from the estimates prepared from the
Current Population Survey (CPS) of the U.S.
Bureau of the Census for several reasons. In ad-
dition to sampling variability they include three
primary conceptual differences, namely: (1) HIS
estimates are for persons 17 years of age and
over; CPS estimates are for persons 16 yeats of
age and over. (2) HIS uses a 2-week reference
period, while CPS uses a l-week reference pe-
riod. (3) HIS is a continuing survey with sepa-
rate samples taken weekly; CPS is a monthly
sample taken for the survey week which includes
the 12th of the month.
Currently unemployed. –Persons 17 years and
over who during the 2-week period prior to in-
terview did not work or had no job or business
but were looking for work and those who had a
job but were on Iayoff or looking for work are
considered currently unemployed.
Quarter.–The quarters used by the Health
Interview Survey are actually 13-week periods
rather than 3 calendar months. Since each
13-week period begins on a Monday anu ends on
a Sunday, the actual dates of the beginning and
end of each 13-week period may overlap into
another calendar quarter. Therefore the time pe-
riods in the table headings are the approximate







PROBE QUESTIONS ON DISABILITY DAYS AND PHYSICIAN VISITS DURING 2-WEEK
REFERENCE PERIOD, AND CONDITION PAGES
This surve is being conducted to collect information o. the Nation’s health. 1 will ask about visits to
Jdoctors an dentigts, illness in the family, and other health related items. (Hand calendar)
The next few questions refer to the past 2 weeks, the 2 weeks outlined in red on thot calendar,
beginning Monday, (date) , and ending this past Sunday, (date) .
4a. During those 2 weeks, did -- stay in bed because of any illness or iniury?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. During that 2-week period, how many days did -- stay in bed all or most of the day?
5. During those 2 weeks, how many days did illness or iniury keep -- from work?
(For females): not counting work a ..nd the house?
6. During those 2 weeks, how many days did illness or iniury keep -- from school?
If one or more days in 4b, ask 7; otherwise go to 8.
7. On how mony of these -- days lost from
{ ::$0, }
did -- stay in bed all or most of the day?
I { in bed8.. (NOT COUNTING the d.y(s) lost from work } )lost from school
I Were there any (oth*r) days during the past 2 weeks that -- cut down en the thingshe usually does because of illness or iniury?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
{
i n bed




During that period, how many (other) days did be cut down for as much as o day?
If one or more days in 4-8, ask 9; otherwise go to next person.
I9a. What condition caused -- to ( %:i:l 1 during the post 2 weeks?
L cut down J
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .
b. Did mty other condition cause him to
{?:::,} ‘U’ing’h”’period’_______________________________________________________________________________
c. What condition?
100. During the past 2 weeks, did anyone in the family, thot is you,
your --, etc., have any (other) accidents or iniuries? Y N (11)_______________________________________________________________________________
b. Whe was this? - Mark “Accident or injury” box in person’s column.
_______________________________________________________________________________
c. What was the iniury?
_________________________________________ ______________________________________
d. Did anyone have any other accidents or iniuries during that period? Y (Reask 10b and c) N
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If “Accident or in jury,” ask:
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Y (Enter Injury In /ten C)
. . N I
DISABILITY DAY PROBE QUESTIONS
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Do not count doctors seen while a patient in a hospitsl. _ Number of visits
(Bosidcs tkose visits)
la. During that 2-waak period did onyono in tlm fami Iy go to a doctor’s office or Y
clinic for shots, X-rays, tssts, or ●xaminations? N (151
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Who was this? - Mark “Doctor visit” box in person’s column.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Anyono ●Is*? Y [Reask J4bmrdc)
N
----------------------------------------------------------------------- ~__----_-
If “Doctor visit,” ask
d. Hew many times did --- visit tft. doctor during that pariod?
m. During that pmiod, did anyena in tbo family get any mdicql advice from Y
a &ctOr over tho telophono? N (161
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Who was the phono call about? - Mark “Phone call” box in person’s column.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Any calls about anyone ●1s0? Y (Reask 15b and c)
N
________________________________________________________________________________
If “Phone csll,” ask
d. How many tclaphotm call= wert mad. to g~t medical advice about -- ? d. —Numb Of calls (NP)
I Fill Item C, (DOCTOR), from 13-15 for all persons.
~ Condition (Nsm C
Ask 16a for each psrson with visits in DOCTOR box.
THEN 18d)
❑ Prqnancy (1S.)
ja. For what conditiop did -- s“ or talk to a doctor during tha past 2 wctks? 16a. ❑ No condition
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
b. Did --- sss or talk to a doctor about any specific condition? b. Y
---------------------------------------------------------------------- __ -- ------
N (NP)
c. what condition?




d. During fhat p.riod, did -- S“ or talk to a dotter gbout Ony other ~ondifien? d. Y (16c) N (NP)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___
. . During th. past 2 sv..ks was -- sick b.caus. of h.r pqnancy? . . Y N (76d)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
f. Mat was ths matter? f. Enter ccmdltlon h Nem C (18d)
.,
~‘a. During the past 12 months, (that is sinco , abaut how many times did -- scc or 17m 000 ❑ Only when In hospital
talk to o msdical doctor? (Do net count octors s-en while o patient in a hospital.) 000 ❑ None
(Includ. the -- visits you alrsady told m. about.) Number of visits
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
b. ABOUT how long has it been sines --
—
LAST saw or talked to a medical doctor?
Include doctors seen while a patient in a hospital.
b. 1 ❑ 2-week DV
-------------------
z ❑ Past 2 weeks
not raported
(13 and 18)
3 ❑ 2 wks.-6 rms.
t ❑ Ovar 6-12 mos.
Salye.sr
6 ❑ 2-4 yews
7 n S+ yaws
a ❑ Novar
18a. What was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - (For males): -king or doing -ng .1s.? 18.
If “something el~e,” ash (For females): kssping house, werkirq, w doing
&
t ❑ Workinx (23.1)
y,y b. What was -- doing?
Scmsibing .15s? 19. z n Keeplnt house (2S4
If 45+ years and was not “working,” “keeping house,” or “going to school,”’ ask
2 n Retired, he.lth (22)
c. Is -- rctir.d? 4 n Retired, other (22)
d. If “retired,” ask Did ha retire bscous. of his hcal~?
---------
S ❑ Gain; to school (25)
------------------------------------------------------------------------
190. What was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - going to sclpol or doing something ●lse? 6 ❑ 17+ somethlnx d se (22)
Ages
6-16 If “something else,” ask
7 ❑ 6-16 somethinl else (24)
b. Whet wos -- doing?---------
Ages
------------------------------------------------------------------------ --- --------------------
0 ❑ I -5 years (20)
under 6 0 ❑ U rider I (21)
PHYSICIAN VISIT PROBE QUESTIONS
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CONDITION 1
1. Person number Name of condition
I
2. When did -- lost see or talk to a doctor about his . . .?
1 U ~e$kterview 1 ❑ Past 2 wks. (Item C) s ❑ 2-4 yrs.
2 02 wks. -6 mos.
(Reask 2)
6 ❑ 5+ yrS.
3 0 Over 6—12 mos. 7 ❑ Never
4Dlyr.
B ❑ OK if Dr. scan
s ❑ DK when Dr. seen
A 1 I Examine “Name of cond!ti on” entry and mark
fi I I a Accident or injury (A2) m On Card C (A2) u Neither (3.)





If “Doctor talked to, ” &k:
What did the doctor say it was? - Did he give it a medical name?
------------- ——————__——__—___—__________________.
Do not ask for Cancer
What was the cause of . . .?
u Accident or injury (A2)
------------ _ —__________________________________ .
If the entry in 3a or 3b includes the words:
A{ IIIIWM Cc.nd,,hm Disorder Trouble
Anemia cyst G ,owh Tumor




What kind of . . . is it?
-------- —--- ____________________________________
For allergy or stroke, ask
How does the al Iergy (stroke) affect him?
_________________________________________________
If in 3a-d there is an impairment or any of the following entries:
Abscess Damage P.mlysl s
Ache (excep! headache) Growth Rupture
Bleeding Hemorrhage s.,.




Cmlcm N.. rdgI.a Ulcer
cramp. (wept Neurl Ns varicose veins
nlens?ru.1) Pa!” Weak
Cysf P.al’y Weakness
e. Whet part of the body is affected?
Show the following detail:
He.ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. skull. wlp,fm
Back/spine/ve,teb,o . . . . . . . . . uppe,, middle, lower
Emr.areye . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..aneorkoth
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .x both; shoulder, up.m,
elbow, lower, wri s!, ho. .$’
Leg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . oneorbth; hip, upper, knee,
lower, ankle, fool
42 Ask re;,{ni; ;.esticms as ~$$te for the co.diticm e“te,ed i.:
❑ Q. 3d
❑ Q. 3a ❑ Q: 3.
4. During the past 2 waaks, did his . . . CIZLIS. hint
to cut down on tbe things he usually does? lY 2 N (9)
5. During thot period, how many days did he cut
dew” fo, os much os a day? Days—
00 m None (9)
6. t)~ing that 2-week period, how many da s did




Ask If 17+ years:
7. How many days did his . . . keep him from work
_Days (9)
during that 2-week period? (For fema Ies): not
counting work around the house? 00 u None (9)
Ask if 6-16 years:
8. How many days did his . . . keep him from
school during that 2-week period? loom%
I —
9. When did -- first notice his . . .?
I o Last week 4 ❑ 2 weeks-3 months
2 0 Week before s ❑ Over 3—12 months
3 ❑ Past 2 weeks-DK which s ❑ More than 12 months ago
(Was it during the past 12 months or befora that time?)
(Was it during the post 3 months or before that tima?)
(Was it d.rina the east 2 weeks or bafora that time?). .
1❑ Not an eye cond. (AA) 3 ❑ First eye cond. (6+ yrs.) (IO;
A3 zo First eye condition 4 ❑ Not first eye cond. (AA)(under 6) (AA)
1
10. Can -- see well enough to read ordingl:~wspaper
print WITH GLASSES with his
{ righ+ }
eya?. .1Y ZN
.O, . ..!Y 2N
t ❑ Missing extremity or organ (A4)
Z ❑ condition not listed or reported in probe question 31 (A4)
4A Cl Condition listed or reported i“ probe qttestio” 3,
>~ Doctor see” (,2)





1. During thr past 12 months what did --do or take for his . . . ? (Write in)
Anything Glse? (18)
2. Aftmr -- first noticed somathing was wrong, about how long wos it
b+fore he talked to a doctor about it - was it a mattm of days,
wteks, or months?
000 ❑ Discovered by dr. (14) 2 _Days •~onths
too ❑ Less than one day 3 _ Weeks .5 —Years
3. BEFORE -- talked to a doctor about his . . . , lY
did he do or take anything for it? 2N
If “’Diabetes,” ask 14a; otherwise go to 14c. 1 Y (15)
4a. Does --take insulin infections forhisdiab.tes? 2 N
-------------------------------------------------
b. Does he take diabetes pills? J Y (15)
2N
-------------------------------------------------





d. Wasanyof this medicins ortreatment recommended t Y
by a doctor? 2N
5. Hasheevtr hadsurgmyf ort hiscondition? tY
ZN
6. Was heevarhospitolized far this condition? lY
2N
7. During thepast 12months, obouthow many timas has
-- s=en or fa[k.d to ~ dector gbout his . . . ? —Times
(Donafcount visits whil*apati*nt in a hospital.) ooon None
Ea. About howmany days during thepnst 12 months has




b. About howmany days during tho past 12 months has _ Days
this condition k*pt him from work?
For females: Notcounting work amundthehousc? cmo ❑ None
?a. Howoftendo*s his.. . Imtherhim -all of thetimaroftenr
once in a while, or novmr?
I ❑ AII the time 2 ❑ Often a ❑ Once in a while
ol_J Never (19c) 8 I_J Other - Specify
b. ~~,;~~jo;;-b~%; ~~~~~z-~e-~~t~.~~~~ ~~t~~~=~,-s~&~,-~r-v~-V- fi~i.?-
I ❑ Great deal 2 ❑ $iome 3 ❑ Very little
4 nOther - Specify
-------------------------------------------------
❑ Allthe time in 19a (A4)
G. DO*S -- still hove this condition?
I Y (A4) N
-------------------------------------------------
d. Is this condition complotdy curad or is it under control?.
2 ❑ Cured ~ ❑ Under control (A4)
4 ❑ Other - Specify (A4)
-------------------------------------------------
●. About how long did -- have this condition b*fore it was cured?
o ❑ Less than one month — Montis — Years
A41 ❑ Accide”tor i“j.ry ❑ Other (NC)
iUa. Did the accident happrn during the past 2 yeors or before that timt?
n During the past 2 years n Before 2 years (2 I a)
---------------------------------------------- ---
b. Whan did the accident hnppan?
❑ Last week ❑ Over 3-[2 months
❑ Week before ❑ I-2 years (21.)
❑ 2 week5-3 months
-------------------------------------------------
Complete from 20b; if not clear, ask:
c. Did the accident happan since ~?
I Y (Item C. THEN 2/) 2N.-
!la. At tfm time of the accident what part of the body was hurt?
What kind of iniury was it? Anything ●Isa?
Part(s) of body Khd of injury
I t
-----------------
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, ask
b. What part of the body is afftct-d now?
How is his -- offeetd? Is he affected in any other way?
Part(s) of body I Present effects
t I
----------------_____________
!2. Wher* did the accidsnt happen?
t n At home (inside house)
z U At home (adjacent premises)
3 U sweet and highway (includes rOa~ay and public sidewalk)
4 = Farm
s U Industrial place (includas premises)
6 n school (includes premises)
7 ❑ placeOf r creaticm and sports, ~cept at schml
e ❑ Other - Speci fy7
3. Was -- at work at his iob or tusine%s whm t+, accid*nt happomd?
lY s fJ Whl Ie in Armed Services
2N 4 n Under 17 at time of accidem
k. Waz a car, truck,bus, or ethsr motor v&ielo
involved in the accident in any way? lY 2 N [NC)
------------------------------------------------- .
b. Was more than OIW vehicIe inwoIvtd? Y N
------------------------------------------------- .
c. Was it (aitfwr On*) moving at th time? tY 2N
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VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS PUBLICATIONS SERIES
FOrTYL.rl~Public Health Service Publication No. 1000
Series 1. Programs and Collection Procedures.- Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions, and
other material necessary for understanding the data.
Series 2. Data Evaluation and Methods Research .–Studies of new statistical methodology including experimental
tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical techniques,
objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory.
Series 3. Analytical Studies. –Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other series.
Series 4. Documents and Corn mittce Reports. –Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth
and death certificates.
Series 10. Data j?om the Health Interview Survey .–Statistics on illness; accidental injuries; disability; use of
hospital, medical, dental, and other services; and other health-related topics, based on data collected in
a continuing national household interview survey.
Series 11. Data from the Health Examination Survey. –Data from direct examination, testing, and measurement
of national samples of the civilian, noninstitutionsdized population provide the basis for two types of
reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined prevalence of specific cliseases in the United States and
the distributions of the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psychological charac-
teristics; and (2) analysis of relationships among the various measurements without reference to an
explicit finite universe of persons.
Series 12. Data from the Institu tionafizcd Population Survey s.–Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports from
these surveys will be in Series 13.
Sers”es 13. Data on Health Resources Utilization. –Statistics on the utilization of health manpower and facilities
providing long-term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family planning services.
Smies ~4. Data on Health Resources: Manpower and Faciliti-es. -Statistics on the numbers, geographic distrib-
ution, and charact ens tics of health resources including ph ysicirms, dentists, nurses, other health occu-
pations, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
Series 20. Data on Mortality .-Various statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or monthly
reports. Special anal yses by cause of cleat h, age, and other demographic variables; geographic and time
series analyses; and statistics on characteristics of deaths not available from the vital records, based on
sample surveys of those records.
Series 21. Data on Natality, Marriage, and Divorce. –Various statistics on natality, maniage, and divorce other
than as included in regukw annual or monthly reports. Special analyses by demographic variables;
geographic and time series anal yses; studies of fertility; and statistics on characteristics of births not
available from the vital records, based on sample surveys of those records.
Series 22. Data from the National Mortality and Natality Surveys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports
from these sample surveys based on vital records will be included in Series 20 and 21, respectively.
Series 23. Data from the NationaI Survey of Family Growth. –Statistics on fertility, family formation and disso-
lution, family planning, and related maternal and infant health topics derived from a biennial survey of
a nationwide probability sample of ever-married women 1544 years of age.
For a list of titles of reports published in these series. write to: Scientific and Technical Information Branch
National Center for Health Statistics
Public Health Service, HRA
Roc!iviUe, Md. 20852
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